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The top three nationalities coming to work were unchanged from last year — Chinese, Turkish and North
Korean.

Companies are bringing in far fewer employees from the United States and European Union
under Russia's quota system, according to data from the Labor Ministry cited by news site
RBC on Wednesday.

In the first three months of the year, companies were granted the right to employ 411
Americans under Russia's foreign worker quota system, 68 percent fewer than in the same
period last year, RBC reported. Quotas given for EU citizen dropped 37 percent to 10,628
people.

The figures, which exclude some categories of employees such as journalists or executives,
come as relations between the Russia and West are at a post-Cold War low over the crisis
in Ukraine.
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Tit-for-tat sanctions imposed by both sides have helped stall Russian economic growth
and drive down the value of the ruble by 40 percent against the U.S. dollar since the start
of last year. Russia's economy is expected to shrink by up to 5 percent in 2015.

The total number of quotas granted by the Labor Ministry to bring workers to Russia in the
first quarter was down by 12 percent, RBC reported. The top three nationalities coming
to work were unchanged from last year — Chinese, Turkish and North Korean.

The number of places granted for Chinese employees was down 13 percent to 80,622 people,
while the quotas for Turkish workers fell 21 percent to 54,730. One of the few areas of growth
was in work slots for North Koreans, which rose 27 percent this year to hit 47,364.

The most popular professions have been almost entirely in the construction industry so far
this year. Companies have been granted the right to employ from overseas 19,845 masons,
18,376 concrete workers and 14,783 plaster workers.

While these numbers do not represent the total number of foreigners working in Russia, most
professions are handled under the quota system. Positions not limited by quotas are mostly
in arts and top management levels — journalists and ballerinas do not fall under the quota
system, for instance, nor do CEOs or factory directors.
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